
Penny Spinner Candy Box Template 
This template is a CU4CU resource which means you can use the 
template to make Penny Spinner Candy Box designs for card 
making. Your design files can include the cutting files. Those 
purchasing your designs may make your design as Personal Use (PU) 
or Commercial Use (CU) to resale the physical product. You cannot 
sell as CU4CU. This is an exclusive design template copyrighted by 
Judith Henry Designs. 

Please give Judith Henry Designs attribution credit in your listing.  

Use the following HTML: 

<a href="https:// https://www.craftsuprint.com/judith-henry/ /"> 
Judith Henry Designs</a> 

Assembly Instructions 
Cut out each piece in the template from card 
stock. There are different colors for cutting and 
score lines. Score lines can be kiss cut at a low 
blade setting.  

Note the color of the score line (red-valley, blue-mountain). I use a 
scoring board to trace each score line. Make sure you use a bone 
folder to make crisp folds. 

 



 

 
Start gluing the box together with the edge tabs. Do 
not glue the top down yet.  

The foam template is cut from craft foam with one 
side adhesive. My example uses two 1/8 inch deep 
craft to make a ¼ inch deep piece. Glue those 
together. The Foam pieces need to be placed inside 
the box centering the curved opening. The foam 
piece is slightly smaller than the box for easy fitting. 

Now assemble the penny slider.  Use foam adhesive circles. The 
smaller circle will be the mechanisms axel, one penny on each side.  

 

 

 

Put the foam adhesive circle on one penny. Insert the penny with foam 
adhesive circle inside the box with the foam adhesive circle to the outside. 
Attach the second penny to the small foam circle. The inside penny floats 
in the foam slot.  

Put a larger adhesive foam on the penny on the outside and attack your 
spinner design. Now finish gluing the box together.  

 



The second box piece (green) will create a separator for the candy area from the spinner mechanism. Add glue to the 
foam piece and glue the second box piece to it with the edge folds 
towards you. Once the glue sets, glue each edge fold to the box. This 
seals the mechanism and separates the two chambers.  

Be sure you add your candy before gluing the box closed. 

The box is complete and the foam circle should slide through and spin in 
the slot. When decorating and choosing your cardstock. Remember the 
green insert box will show through the slot. Use the same pattern as the 
outer box. 

 

 

Thank you for your purchase.  
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